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Abstract: Electrochemical nitrogen reduction (NRR) has attracted much attention as a promising
technique to produce ammonia at ambient conditions in an environmentally benign and less energy-
consuming manner compared to the current Haber–Bosch process. However, even though much
research on the NRR catalysts has been conducted, their low selectivity and reaction rate still hinder
the practical application of the NRR process. Among various catalysts, transition metal nitride (TMN)-
based catalysts are expected to be promising catalysts for NRR. This is because the NRR process
can proceed via the unique Mars–Van Krevelen (MvK) mechanism with a compressed competing
hydrogen evolution reaction. However, a controversial issue exists regarding the origin of ammonia
produced on TMN-based catalysts. The instability of the TMN-based catalysts can lead to ammonia
generation from lattice nitrogen instead of supplied N2 gas. Thus, this review summarizes the
recent progress of TMN-based catalysts for NRR, encompassing the NRR mechanism, synthetic
routes, characterizations, and controversial opinions. Furthermore, future perspectives on producing
ammonia electrochemically using TMN-based catalysts are provided.
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1. Introduction

Next to sulfuric acid, ammonia (NH3) is the second most produced chemical in the
world and is one of the essential commodities in our lives [1]. NH3 is employed in various
fields, encompassing fertilizers, plastics, textiles, explosives, pharmaceuticals, dyes, and
refrigerants [2–4]. In addition, it is considered an attractive hydrogen energy carrier due
to its high gravimetric hydrogen density (17.8 wt%) and high volumetric energy density
(4.32 kWh/L), similar to methanol [1,4–6]. Furthermore, the liquefaction point of NH3
(−33.4 ◦C) is much more favorable for storage and transportation compared to that of
hydrogen (−253 ◦C), facilitating a CO2-neutral energy system [7,8].

N2(g) + 3H2(g)↔ 2NH3(aq) (∆H◦ = −91.8 kJ/mol) (1)

The Haber–Bosch process (HB process), for which Pritz Haber and Carl Bosch won the
Nobel Prize, has been the dominant way to produce industrial ammonia since its invention
in 1909 (Equation (1)) [9,10]. Most of the NH3 produced from this process (over 80%) is
converted to fertilizers, enabling the growth of food production and, subsequently, of the
world population [10,11]. However, there are several drawbacks to this process. The NH3
production via the HB process requires high temperatures (400–500 ◦C) and high pressures
(150–300 atm) using Fe-based catalysts [12,13], consuming more than 1% of the total global
energy [14]. Additionally, the hydrogen molecules used in the HB process are mainly
produced from the steam methane reforming (SMR) of fossil fuels, emitting approximately
1.67 tons of CO2 per ton of NH3 [15,16]. Considering that the annual production of NH3 by
the process was 235 million tons in 2021, the amount of CO2 emission from this process is
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equivalent to 390 million tons [1]. Furthermore, due to the energy- and capital-intensive
characteristics of the HB process, NH3 production sectors are localized in China, Russia,
the USA, and India [17]. Thus, an NH3 transportation step is required using a ship, tank
truck, or pipeline, accompanied by additional cost, energy, and CO2 emissions.

Recently, much attention has been paid to electrochemical nitrogen reduction reactions
(NRR) to produce ammonia to replace the current HB process. NRR can be carried out at
ambient conditions over heterogeneous catalysts with lower energy consumption compared
to the HB process. During the NRR process, hydrogen can be obtained from water splitting
powered by renewable energy sources such as solar or wind energy. Thus, CO2 emissions
can be removed at the NH3 production step [18–20]. Moreover, NRR enables on-site
production of NH3 [21,22]; thereby, additional reduction of CO2 emissions may be achieved
through the reduced need for NH3 transportation (Figure 1).
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Although the NRR process is environmentally benign with zero carbon emissions and
reduced energy consumption, challenging issues, such as insufficient faradaic efficiency
(FE) and low NH3 yield for practical application, still exist. The FE and NH3 yields repre-
sent the selectivity for NH3 production and the NRR reaction rate (per unit time and unit
catalyst mass or unit area), respectively. The equilibrium potential of the hydrogen evolu-
tion reaction (HER) is similar to that of NRR. Thus, HER becomes a competing reaction,
lowering FE (i.e., selectivity) [23]. Additionally, a large overpotential is required to activate
the nitrogen-nitrogen triple bond in an inert N2 molecule, resulting in a low NH3 yield
(i.e., reaction rate). Until now, various catalysts, including precious metal-based materi-
als [24–32], transition metal compounds (transition metal carbide [33–35]/nitride [36–38]/
sulfide [39–41]/oxide [42–44]/phosphide [45–47]), and non-metallic series [48–50], have
been employed for NRR to improve the FE and NH3 yields. Despite many efforts, the NRR
performances of the reported catalysts are still far below practical utilization goals (current
density of 300 mA cm−2, FE of 90%, and energy efficiency of 60%) according to the REFUEL
program of the US Department of Energy [51]. Thus, the investigation of highly active,
durable, and cost-effective catalysts for NRR is strongly required.

Currently, transition metal nitride (TMN)-based catalysts are extensively studied as a
new class of non-precious metal catalysts for NRR. TMN is an interstitial alloy that incorpo-
rates nitrogen atoms into the interstitial sites of the crystal lattice of metals [52]. TMN has
unique physical properties, including hardness, wear resistance, and superconductivity,
which renders them suitable for use as coating agents for cutting tools and refractory
materials [53–55]. More importantly, TMN has been employed as a catalyst in various
traditional catalytic reactions to replace Pt-group metals, including hydrogenation and
hydrodesulfurization, because they exhibit similar electronic structures to those of noble
metals [55–57]. Additionally, TMNs have gained great attention in the field of energy, such
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as fuel cells [58,59], photocatalysts [60,61], solar cells [62,63], and water splitting [64,65].
Especially in NRR, many TMN-based catalysts have been reported as potential catalysts
inspired by density functional theory (DFT) results [66–69]. The most promising candidates
turned out to be VN, CrN, NbN, and ZrN because they might be more selective toward
NRR than the competing HER [70].

In this review, we present an overview of the state-of-the-art TMN-based catalysts for
NRR, focusing on the reaction mechanism (such as the Mars–Van Krevelen mechanism),
synthetic routes, and characterization methods. In addition, conflicting opinions pointing
out the inability of TMN to contribute to NRR due to their instability will also be considered.
Finally, challenges and future perspectives will be discussed.

2. Mechanisms of NRR

The following equations represent the reactions for NRR in acidic (Equation (2)) and
basic solutions (Equation (3)), with the equilibrium potentials referenced to the reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE). Equations (4) and (5) are for HER under acidic and alkaline
media, respectively. The NRR involves six electrons and is thus kinetically unfavorable
compared to the two-electron-involved HER. In addition, the equilibrium potentials of
NRR are similar to those of HER in both acidic and alkaline conditions, suggesting that
HER is a competitive reaction to NRR.

N2(g) + 6H+(aq) + 6e− ↔ 2NH3(aq) (E◦ = 0.092 V vs. RHE) (2)

N2(g) + 6H2O(l) + 6e− ↔ 2NH3 + 6OH−(aq) (E◦ = 0.092 V vs. RHE) (3)

2H+(aq) + 2e− ↔ H2(g) (E◦ = 0.000 V vs. RHE) (4)

2H2O(l) + 2e− ↔ H2(g) + 2OH−(aq) (E◦ = 0.000 V vs. RHE) (5)

Consisting of multiple protonation steps, NRR generates several intermediates during
the process, which may act as a blockage, making it difficult to react thermodynamically.
The initial addition of the proton and electron to N2 needs a highly negative equilibrium
potential (i.e., a very high energy barrier), revealing that the formation of N2H is difficult
(Equation (6)). Furthermore, the N2H can be further reduced to two possible intermedi-
ates, diazene (N2H2) and hydrazine (N2H4). The equilibrium potentials for diazene and
hydrazine (Equations (7) and (8)) are larger compared to NH3 production (Equations (2)
and (3)), indicating a thermodynamic difficulty in the electroreduction of N2.

N2 + H+ + e− ↔ N2H (E◦ = −3.20 V vs. RHE) (6)

N2 + 2H+ + 2e− ↔ N2H2(g) (E◦ = −1.10 V vs. RHE) (7)

N2 + 4H+ + 4e− ↔ N2H4(g) (E◦ = −0.36 V vs. RHE) (8)

In general, mechanisms of NRR are classified as the dissociative pathway, the associa-
tive pathway, and the Mars–Van Krevelen (MvK) pathway (Figure 2). In the dissociative
pathway (Figure 2a), by breaking the N≡N bond, two N atoms are first adsorbed solely on
the catalyst surface, and subsequent hydrogenation occurs to produce NH3. The cleavage
of the triple bond of N2 requires a large quantity of energy (945 kJ/mol) [71,72]. Given that
the HB process follows this pathway, it is not surprising that the HB process needs such
a high temperature, high pressure, and substantial energies. In the associative pathway,
N2 molecules are first adsorbed on the catalyst surface without the N≡N bond breaking,
followed by the addition of hydrogen atoms. Thus, the N–N bond is broken simultaneously
with the generation of the first NH3 molecule. This mechanism can be subclassified as the
distal pathway, the alternative pathway, and the enzymatic pathway. In the associative
distal pathway (Figure 2b), the N2 molecule reaches the catalyst surface and is adsorbed in
end-on mode. The remote N atom (i.e., the distal N atom) is hydrogenated first and released
as NH3. Another N atom remaining on the catalyst surface is continuously reduced to pro-
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duce the second NH3. In the associative alternative pathway (Figure 2c), which is different
from the distal pathway, the H atoms are added to both N atoms, and two molecules of
NH3 are released consecutively. In the enzymatic pathway (Figure 2d), the two N atoms
of the N2 molecule are both adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst (side-on mode). Then
two N atoms are reduced by H atoms alternatively, as demonstrated for the associative
alternative pathway.
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The MvK mechanism has been suggested to explain the NRR mechanism for the TMN
catalysts (Figure 2e) and is in contrast to the other mechanisms. Firstly, H atoms are attached
to the surface N atom of the TMNs. The N atom is electrochemically reduced, and the first
NH3 is released, leaving an N vacancy on the catalyst surface. Secondly, the N-vacancies
are replenished by the supplied N2 molecules, and a subsequent hydrogenation process
occurs, producing the second NH3. Finally, the catalyst’s surface is regenerated, and this
cycle is repeated during the NRR. Notably, the MvK mechanism possesses unique merits.
The first NH3 production does not require the adsorption and cleavage of N2 on the surface
of the catalyst, reducing the energy barrier for NH3 production. Furthermore, the surface
energy of the catalysts with N-vacancies is higher, facilitating favorable adsorption of
N2 and cleavage of the N≡N bond. For the TMN catalyst, Abghoui et al. calculated the
important factors in each step, such as the initial NH3 formation, N-vacancy replenishment,
catalytic cycle endurance, stability of the N vacancies, and poisoning. They claimed that
the most promising catalysts were VN, CrN, ZrN, and NbN, and their rocksalt (100) facet
was the most likely to be active among the various facets [70]. Because candidates have
stable N vacancies and surface vacancies free from poisoning by −H or −O, higher NRR
activities than those of HER can be expected.

3. TMN-Based Catalysts
3.1. TMN-Based Catalysts with Catalytic Activity
3.1.1. Vanadium Nitride-Based Catalysts

VN nanowire array on carbon cloth (VN/CC) was synthesized by annealing V2O5
precursor under NH3 flow and utilized as a catalyst for NRR [73]. The nanowire structure
can be confirmed through scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Figure 3a). The
VN/CC showed an FE of 3.58% with an NH3 yield of 2.48 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 at −0.3 V
vs. RHE in a 0.1 M HCl solution. At potentials lower than −0.3 V, the FE and NH3
yields decreased remarkably because HER became the dominant reaction. Additionally,
no hydrazine was detected through the Watt and Chrisp method, which indicates a great
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selectivity of the VN/CC. The FE and NH3 yields were maintained without significant
performance decay over 10 times of consecutive recycling tests at −0.3 V. The stability test
showed no significant changes in the catalysts’ morphology, crystallinity, or surface states,
suggesting the activity and stability of the VN/CC for NRR in acidic media.
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(c) Schematic illustration of MEA. (d) VNxOy/VN ratio after 1 h of reaction at various potentials.
(e) Operando XAS results of K-edge XANES of VN at −0.2 V. (f) Proposed MvK mechanism of NRR
and deactivation pathway on VN0.7O0.45. Reproduced with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry [73] and the American Chemical Society [37,74,75].

A VN nanosheet on Ti mesh (VN/TM) was fabricated through the nitridation of a
VO2 nanosheet array on Ti mesh (VO2/TM) under NH3 flow for 3 h at 700 ◦C [74]. The
SEM and transmission electron microscope (TEM) showed that the catalyst is composed
of VN nanosheets, and the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping results
confirmed the uniform distribution of the V and N elements on Ti. In the linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) results, the current density under N2 flow was higher than that under
Ar flow, suggesting that VN/TM is active for NRR in 0.1 M HCl. It achieved an NH3 yield
of 8.40 × 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 at −0.5 V with an FE of 2.25% (Figure 3b). The TM itself did
not show NRR activity, further suggesting that VN is an active site in VN/TM. In the EDX
results after the NRR test under Ar flow for 3 h, the N in VN disappeared, indicating the
MvK mechanism of VN/TM. In the NMR spectra using the 15N2 isotope, both doublet
peaks of 15NH4

+ and triplet peaks of 14NH4
+ were detected, further implying that the NRR

proceeded through the MvK mechanism on VN/TM. In addition, FE and NH3 yield values
were maintained for 10 recycling tests, indicative of good stability of VN/TM toward NRR.

Yang et al. employed a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) configuration to study
the NRR for VN nanoparticles due to the low solubility of N2 in an aqueous solution
(Figure 3c) [37]. The VN and Pt/C catalysts were loaded on carbon paper and used
as cathodes and anodes, respectively. In this setup, the Pt anode acted as a reversible
hydrogen electrode. At −0.1 V, the VN catalyst exhibited an FE of 6.0% with an NH3 yield
of 3.3 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2. A steady-state NH3 yield of 1.1 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 and a
1.6% FE were maintained for 116 h. In contrast, at−0.2 V, an FE of 6.5% and an NH3 yield of
5.0 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 were recorded within the first hour. However, the NH3 yield at
−0.2 V plunged more than 95% to 1.1× 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 after 2 h. NRR tests with a 15N2
isotope proved that the reaction was conducted via the MvK mechanism. Triplet (14NH4

+)
and doublet (15NH4

+) peaks were detected. The active phase and deactivation mechanism
were identified by characterizing fresh and spent VN samples. VN0.7O0.45 is proposed
as an active phase from the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results because the
VN0.7O0.45/VN ratios correlate well with the reactivity results (Figure 3d). Furthermore, in
the operando X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) of the V K-edge results, the
intensity of the pre-edge peak at 5468.4 eV (oxynitride species) decreased with increasing
NRR reaction time, and more negative potentials accelerated the intensity decreasing rate
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(Figure 3e). These results indicate that the conversion of VN0.7O0.45 to VN causes the
deactivation of NRR. The deactivation mechanism was hypothesized such that since the
active phase, VN0.7O0.45, is unstable under reduction conditions, O atoms nearby N atoms
are removed faster at a more negative potential. Hence, the generated vacancies are filled
with N2, finally producing the inactive phase VN (Figure 3f).

3.1.2. Chromium Nitride-Based Catalysts

For the Cr2N and CrN catalysts, the active species and deactivation pathway were
investigated using an MEA configuration, as shown in Figure 3c [75]. The commercial
Cr2N (CN-P) and CrN (CN-S) synthesized by the urea-glass route have been used for NRR.
The CN-P showed an NH3 yield of 1.4 × 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 and an FE of 0.58% at −0.2 V
for 24 h under 80 ◦C conditions. From −0.2 V to −0.8 V, the NH3 yield increased, but
the FE decreased because HER became the dominant reaction as the potential increased.
Additionally, the catalyst deactivation of the CN-P is more severe at a more negative
potential. Over 24 h, the NH3 yield decreased by 20% at −0.2 V, while an 87% decrease at
−0.8 V was observed. In the NMR spectra using the 15N2 isotope, both 15NH4

+ and 14NH4
+

peaks were detected, confirming the MvK mechanism on the CN-P catalyst. The N/Cr
ratio measured from the XPS results was pointed out as an important parameter. After the
reaction at −0.2 and −0.4 V, the N/Cr ratio was around 0.5, similar to the fresh sample
ratio. However, the ratio abruptly decreased after operation at −0.6 and −0.8 V. Especially
at −0.8 V, as observed by depth-profiling XPS, the N/Cr ratio was 0.2 (Figure 4a). These
results indicate that N was leached out on the catalyst surface during NRR, which in turn
caused the deactivation of CN-P. The NRR performance of CN-S was compared with CN-P.
The FE and NH3 yields of CN-S were 4 and 5 orders of magnitude times lower than those
of CN-P. According to XPS analysis, all species in CN-P were present except for the Cr2N,
which provides strong evidence that Cr2N is the active phase for NRR.

Ma et al. reported that CrN is an active catalyst for NRR [38]. Here, CrN was synthe-
sized by a glucose-mediated hydrothermal calcination route and ammonolysis. Glucose is
used for creating a hollow structure of metal oxide, which results from the collapse of the
carbon body during calcination. A metal precursor prepared by hydrothermal treatment
was converted to Cr2O3 after calcination and subsequent nitridation under an NH3 and
H2 atmosphere, and CrN nanocubes (NCs) were generated. In the LSV curves, the current
density under N2 was higher than that under Ar, indicating that CrN NCs are active for
NRR. After a chronoamperometry (CA) test for 2 h, CrN NCs recorded an NH3 yield of
31.11 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 with an FE of 16.64% at −0.5 V. In the control experiments (at open
circuit potential under N2 flow and −0.5 V under Ar flow), the produced amounts of
ammonia were negligible. Furthermore, there were only small variations of FE and NH3
yields in the cycling tests that were repeated 5 times, showing the stability of CrN NCs for
NRR. To understand the reaction based on the MvK mechanism, STEM-EDX analysis was
conducted after the NRR tests of CrN NCs. The chemical composition showed an N-rich
shell and an O-rich core. This is in contrast to what was expected to be an O-rich shell and
N-rich core owing to the formation of oxide anions on the surface to replace nitride ions
(leached from the lattice by the MvK mechanism). The authors explained that this resulted
from the leaching of N atoms and consecutive rapid re-nitridation only at the surfaces, not
the core.

Yao et al. synthesized CrOxNy via the urea-glass route [76]. The stoichiometry was
estimated to be CrO0.66N0.56 from STEM-EDS. For NRR tests, a proton exchange membrane
electrolyzer (PEMEL) configuration was employed, using CrO0.66N0.56 as a cathode and
IrO2 as an anode. For the CrO0.66N0.56 catalyst, the highest NH3 yield was found to be
8.94 × 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2, and the highest FE of 6.7% was achieved at 2.0 V and 1.8 V,
respectively (Figure 4b,c). Note that the measurements were conducted using an electrolytic
cell. Meanwhile, the Cr2O3 exhibited 2.78 × 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 at 2.0 V and 2.8% at 1.8 V,
implying that N-doping on chromium oxides can lead to better NRR activity. In addition,
an NH3 yield of 6.2 × 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 at 2.0 V was obtained on pure CrN; it was
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assumed to come from the synergy effects between N and O atoms. In the XPS Cr3/2
spectra, the binding energies of Cr3+ and Cr6+ species in CrO0.66N0.56 shifted to higher
energy levels compared to those in Cr2O3 because of the electron transfer from Cr to N.
Additionally, the binding energy of CrN (575.6 eV) is 1.5 eV lower than that of CrO0.66N0.56
in the Cr3/2 spectra, indicating a charge transfer from Cr to O. On the other hand, in the
N-1s spectra, the binding energy of CrO0.66N0.56 (397.9 eV) is higher than that of CrN
(396.6 eV). The above results suggest that the enhanced charge transfers from Cr to O with
respect to N. Thus, the N on CrN0.66N0.56 can be reduced more easily than CrN, generating
ammonia and N-vacancy. The crystallinity and surface states were not changed after a 3 h
electrochemical test, verifying the stability of the CrO0.66N0.56 catalysts for NRR.

3.1.3. Molybdenum Nitride-Based Catalysts

Zhang et al. prepared MoN nanosheets on carbon cloth (MoN NA/CC) as a catalyst
for NRR [36]. A mixture of Na2MoO4 and thiourea was hydrothermally treated with the
CC substrate, and subsequent nitridation at 800 ◦C for 3 h generated the MoN NA/CC.
The nanosheet structure of the catalyst was observed by TEM. The NRR performance of
the MoN NA/CC in 0.1 M HCl solution recorded an FE of 1.15% and an NH3 yield of
3.01 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 at −0.3 V with no hydrazine generation. Furthermore, the
MoN NA/CC showed good stability in 7 successive cycling tests and long-term durability
tests over 27 h at −0.3 V. In addition, there was no correlation between N2 flow rates
and NRR performance, indicating that NRR is not dependent on the gas-solid interface
(Figure 4d). After a long-term reaction of 62 h, the absence of the N atoms in MoN under
the Ar atmosphere was identified by the XPS and EDX spectra, while the maintenance
of N in MoN was determined under the N2 atmosphere. Additionally, XRD patterns
indicated metallic Mo formation after 62 h under Ar flow. These results suggest that the
MoN NA/CC catalyzes NRR via the MvK mechanism. The detection of triplet 14NH4

+ and
doublet 15NH4

+ signals in NMR using 15N2 results further confirmed that NRR followed
the MvK mechanism.

A Mo2N nanorod was prepared by nitridation of MoO2 at 700 ◦C for 3 h and used
as an NRR catalyst in a 0.1 M HCl electrolyte [77]. The catalyst was loaded on the glassy
carbon electrode (GCE) and acted as a working electrode. At −0.3 V, Mo2N/GCE showed
an NH3 yield of 78.4 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 and FE of 4.5%, while MoO2/GCE exhibited an NH3
yield of 16.8 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 with an FE of 1.3%. These results indicate that N plays a critical
role in NRR. Indeed, DFT calculations reveal that the free energy barrier of the potential
determining step (PDS) of NRR on MoO2 decreases dramatically after nitrogenization. For
the MoO2 catalyst, reductive protonation of the adsorbed N2 (*N2) to *NNH is the PDS
requiring 1.26 eV. However, for Mo2N, reductive protonation of *NH in the second NH3
formation is suggested as the PDS with a free energy of 0.66 eV. The FE and yield decreased
below −0.3 V due to the competitive HER, which was proven by gas chromatography
(GC). The produced amount of H2 at −0.1 V and −0.2 V was much less than 5 µmol,
and the corresponding FE was about 30%. However, at more negative than −0.3 V, H2
production increased dramatically with an FE of 80%. The Mo2N/GCE showed no obvious
performance decay during the recycling tests for 10 times and long-term reactions for 20 h,
proving good stability for the NRR.

Yang et al. studied the role of cation vacancy for NRR by fabricating MoN nanocrys-
tals with abundant Mo vacancy [78]. Mo-vacancy rich MoN nanocrystal on hierarchical
porous carbon frame (MV-MoN@NC) is synthesized by annealing the mixture of SiO2
spheres, molybdic acid, and dicyandiamide (DCDA) under NH3 and Ar flow, and then
MoN@NC connected with SiO2 is formed. In the chemical etching process of SiO2 by HF, the
Si–O–Mo connection is easily removed, and the Mo vacancies are made on the MoN surface
(Figure 4e). For comparison, MoN@NC is also synthesized with the same procedure, except
that a polystyrene (PS) sphere was used instead of the SiO2 sphere. The MV-MoN@NC
showed a 3D honeycomb structure with ~500 nm cavities, and abundant defects in the
MV-MoN@NC are observed in TEM images. The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
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results further verify the defects in the catalyst. In the EPR results, the intensity of the
MV-MoN@NC peak is larger and wider than that of MoN@NC, indicating that it has more
defects due to the unpaired electrons in the nitrogen atoms of MV-MoN@NC (Figure 4f).
The MV-MoN@NC achieved the FE of 6.9% with an NH3 yield of 76.9 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 at
−0.2 V in a 0.1 M HCl solution. The MoN@NC showed lower NRR performance with an
NH3 yield of 31.1 µg mg−1 h−1. After the 15N2 isotope test, the MvK mechanism on MV-
MoN@NC was identified by detecting both 15NH4

+ and 14NH4
+ signals in NMR spectra.

The enhanced NRR performance on MV-MoN@NC was investigated by DFT calculations.
For the MoN (200) surface, the PDS is the reduction step of *NH to *NH2, with a relatively
large energy barrier of 1.40 eV. In contrast, for the MoN (200) surface with Mo vacancies,
the reductive protonation of *NH2 to *NH3 is the PDS, and its energy barrier is 0.61 eV.
The reaction barrier, ∆E, is inversely proportional to the reaction rate, k, by the Arrhenius
equation. Therefore, the decrease of the energy barrier from 1.40 eV to 0.61 eV by the
introduction of a Mo vacancy leads to an enhancement of the reaction rate, which results in
better NRR performance.
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3.1.4. Titanium Nitride-Based Catalysts

Commercial TiN was treated by ball-milling (TiN-BM) and subsequent plasma-etching
(TiN-PE), and the generated titanium oxynitride (TiOxNy) on TiN was pointed out as an
NRR active phase [79]. The particle size of commercial TiN was 1~3 µm, and the size
decreased to 100~500 nm for TiN-BM. After the plasma-etching of TiN-BM, the surface
morphology and particle size of TiN-PE were similar compared to TiN-BM. In comparison
with TiN, the (200) peak in the XRD patterns of the TiN-PE moved to a lower angle
due to the introduction of the larger O atoms relative to the N atoms. The introduction
of O atoms was also observed in the Raman spectra. The peak intensity at 130 cm−1

(vibration of Ti–O) increased in TiN-PE compared to TiN-BM and TiN samples, suggesting
plasma-etching treatment facilitates the formation of TiOxNy through surface oxidation
of TiN. Likewise, in the XPS results, the nitrogen content of TiN-PE was lower, and the
oxygen content of TiN-PE was higher than that of TiN-BN and TiN, which indicates that
plasma-etching is effective for the introduction of high O content into the TiN structure,
resulting in the formation of TiOxNy. With the TiN-PE, the electrochemical test was
conducted in a 0.1 M Na2SO4 solution, exhibiting an FE of 9.1% and an NH3 yield of
3.32× 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 at−0.6 V (Figure 5a). Furthermore, the durability test conducted
at −0.6 V showed good stability for 12 h, and there was no significant change in NH3 yield
and FE during 10 consecutive recycling tests. The time-dependent experiment of NH3
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yield under an Ar-saturated electrolyte (3 h) and sequential N2-saturated electrolyte (3 h)
supported the MvK mechanism on the TiN-PE. In the Ar-saturated electrolyte, the NH3
yield initially slowly increased and stabilized at 6.61× 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 within 1 h. After
the electrolyte was changed to an N2-saturated solution, the NH3 yield increased rapidly,
reaching 3.95 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2 after 3 h. The produced NH3 in an Ar-saturated
solution originated from TiOxNy in TiN-PE, i.e., the surface N atoms of TiOxNy were
reduced to NH3, leaving N-vacancies. In an N2-saturated solution, subsequent adsorption
and activation of N2 on N-vacancies proceeded via the MvK mechanism, resulting in
increased NH3 yield. NMR results with the 15N2 isotope further confirmed that the NRR
proceeded with the MvK mechanism, where doublet 15NH4

+ and triplet 14NH4
+ signals

appeared together (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. (a) NH3 yield and FEs on TiN-PE. (b) 1H NMR spectra for 14NH4
+, 15NH4

+ from standard
(14NH4)2SO4, (15NH4)2SO4, and 14N2, 15N2 bubbled in electrolyte using TiN-PE. (c) A schematic
illustration of the formation of Ti2N MXene from the Ti2AlN MAX phase. (d) FT-EXFAS plot of
NV-W2N3 and W2N3. (e) The difference between NV-W2N3 and W2N3 on NH3 yield rate and
FEs. (f) EDX analysis after electrolysis of Cu3N/CF in Ar-saturated electrolyte. Reproduced with
permission from Springer Nature [80], Wiley [81], and Elsevier [79,82].

Two-dimensional Ti2N MXene was utilized for NRR with the expectation of a high
surface area-to-volume ratio and easy access to N sites [80]. The Ti2AlN (MAX phase) was
treated with a molten salt at 550 ◦C under Ar flow to form Ti2AlN-MST, and subsequent
acid treatment for fluoride salt removal generates multi-layer Ti2N MXnene (Ti2N-ML).
Further exfoliation of Ti2N-ML by sonication in water produces only single layer Ti2N
MXene (Ti2N-FL) (Figure 5c). The interlayer spacing of Ti2N-FL is three times higher
than that of the MAX phase based on (002) peak position in XRD patterns, meaning that
the clear separation of the layers from the MAX phase, in turn, increases the surface
area by exposing more N sites, leading to enhanced NRR performance. The widened
peaks because of the distortion of the structure caused by the electron density of the
surface terminal group in the Raman analysis confirmed the transformation from the
MAX phase to the MXene phase. The NRR activity of Ti2N-FL was compared with that
of Ti3CN (carbonitride) and Ti3C2 (carbide). In cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements,
Ti2N-FL and Ti3CN showed larger areas under N2 than under Ar, indicating that more
NH3 could be generated because of the larger charge storage capacity. In the LSV curves,
the current density of Ti2N-FL was about 10 times higher than that of Ti3CN due to a
greater amount of N sites and improved reactivity. Considering that the Ti3C2 showed
limited NRR performance, the ratio of N atoms to Ti atoms within the lattice structure
might affect the NRR performance. Ti2N-FL showed an FE of 19.85% and an NH3 yield
of 11.33 µg cm−2 h−1 at −0.25 V. In contrast, Ti3CN exhibited an FE of 0.03% with an NH3
yield of 3.352 µg cm−2 h−1 at −0.55 V. NH3 was not detected when a bare glassy carbon
electrode without catalyst was used after a 4-hour CA test at −0.25 V. On the other hand,
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an NH3 yield of 5.24 µg cm−2 h−1 was recorded at −0.25 V under Ar flow, suggesting that
NRR proceeds through the MvK mechanism.

3.1.5. Other TMN-Based Catalysts

Jin et al. used N-vacancy to introduce 2D-layered W2N3 (NV-W2N3) in NRR [81]. The
W2N3 was prepared by nitridation of Na2W4O13 under an NH3 atmosphere, and additional
annealing of W2N3 under a 5% H2/Ar atmosphere generates N-vacancies on the W2N3
surface (NV-W2N3). In the XPS N-1s spectra, the peak intensity at 400.2 eV (assigned
to N-vacancy) of NV-W2N3 increased compared to W2N3, suggesting a higher amount
of N-vacancies on NV-W2N3. Furthermore, the concentrations of the N-vacancies were
calculated to be 6.6% for NV-W2N3 and 4.3% for W2N3 based on the W/N atom ratio
through XPS data. Additionally, in the W-L3 edge in the extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXFAS) spectra, the intensity of the peak for NV-W2N3 at 1.8 Å (W-N bonding)
was reduced relative to W2N3 (Figure 5d), implying a decreased coordination number of
the W-N and thus, a formation of N-vacancies. The NV-W2N3 achieved an NH3 yield of
3.80± 0.32× 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2 with an FE of 11.67± 0.93% at−0.2 V in 0.1 M KOH. The
W2N3 showed a lower NH3 yield compared to the NV-W2N3, revealing that N-vacancies
affected the NRR activities (Figure 5e). During NRR measurements, hydrazine was not
detected, and in the NMR test with the 15N2 isotope, only 15NH4

+ doublet signals were
observed. These results suggest that the NRR on NV-W2N3 proceeded with the alternative
distal mechanism, not the MvK mechanism. In DFT calculations, the release of the second
NH3 is pointed out as the PDS for NV-W2N3, pointing thermodynamically uphill with a
free energy change of 0.97 eV. In comparison, the corresponding free energy change on
W2N is above 2 eV, verifying that the electron-deficient area induced by the N-vacancies
can reduce the thermodynamic limiting potential and thus promote the NRR performance.

Cu3N/CF was prepared by a simple one-step synthesis as an NRR catalyst in a 0.1 M
Na2SO4 solution [82]. The Cu foam (downstream side) and urea (upstream side) were
located separately on the alumina boat and annealed at 300 ◦C under Ar flow. During the
annealing process, urea can release ammonia, resulting in the growth of Cu3N on the Cu
foam. The Cu3N/CF showed an NH3 yield of 1.12 × 10−10 mol s−1 cm−2, and an FE of
1.5% at −0.2 V. Bare Cu foam recorded an NH3 yield of 1.0 × 10−11 mol s−1 cm−2. The
Cdl values from CV measurements were 12.4 mF cm−2 for Cu3N/CF and 3.8 mF cm−2 for
Cu foam, suggesting that sheet-structured Cu3N/CF had a wider electrochemically active
surface area compared to Cu foam with a flat structure. The NRR activities of Cu3N/CF
were maintained after electrolysis for 14 h and 5 cycling tests. After an NRR test under
Ar for 4 h, the N atoms on the surface of Cu3N/CF disappeared from the EDX spectra,
indicating the MvK mechanism (Figure 5f).

TMN-based composite catalysts were investigated in NRR to improve the performance
of NRR. γ-Mo2N nanoparticles on a 2D hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) were prepared
by one-step nitridation with molybdenum oxide, boric acid, and urea [83]. The initial
amount of molybdenum oxide affected the size of the Mo2N nanoparticle. Additionally,
the larger the particle size, the more distorted the BN surface, creating B and N vacancies.
The Mo atoms in γ-Mo2N hybridize with N2 by receiving the electron lone pair for which
the electron-deficient nitrogen vacancies could draw electrons. In compensation, Mo atoms
donate the electron to adsorbed N2 molecules through π-back donation for activation.
Therefore, vacancy-driven electron transfer between γ-Mo2N/h-BN and N2 weakens the
triple bond in N2, lowering the energy barrier and enhancing the faradaic efficiency. The
composite γ-Mo2N on 2D-h-BN catalysts showed an NH3 yield of 35.9 µg mg−1 h−1 and
FE of 61.5% at −0.3 V in a 0.1 M Na2SO4 solution.

Single Bi atom-incorporated hollow TiN nanorods encapsulated in nitrogen-doped
carbon (NC) layer supported on carbon cloth (NC/Bi SAs/TiN/CC) were prepared by a
4-step process composed of BiOI electrodeposition on TiN/CC, ligand exchange, electrode-
position of aniline film, and pyrolysis with dicyandiamide at 900 ◦C in N2 flow [84]. The
NC layers with 2 nm thickness were incorporated with single Bi atoms, which are coated
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on the surface of TiN. The composite NC/Bi SAs/TiN/CC catalysts showed an NH3 yield
of 76.15 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 at −0.8 V and FE of 24.6% at −0.5 V in a 0.1 M Na2SO4 solution.
In the NMR results, doublet 15NH4

+ and triplet 14NH4
+ signals were observed when using

15N2 and 14N2 as the feed gases, confirming that the NH3 is produced from NRR. The DFT
study suggests that there exists a strong synergistic effect between Bi SAs and TiN substrate,
which could simultaneously promote the hydrogenation of N2 molecules into NH3 * on
the TiN substrate and the desorption of NH3 * from single atomic Bi sites and thus boost
NRR. The NRR performances and experimental conditions of the TMN-based catalysts are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The NRR performances of TMN-based catalysts.

TMNs Catalyst Electrolyte Potential
/V vs. RHE

Production Rate
/mol s−1 cm−2

FE
/% Isotope Test Cell

Condition Ref

VN/CC 0.1 M HCl −0.3 2.48 × 10−10 3.58 X H-cell [73]
VN/TM 0.1 M HCl −0.5 8.40 × 10−11 2.25 O H-cell [74]

VN nanoparticles - −0.1 3.3 × 10−10 6.0 O MEA [37]

Cr2N - −0.2 1.4 × 10−11 0.58 O MEA [75]
CrN 0.1 M HCl −0.5 6.1 × 10−11 16.6 X H-cell [38]

CrO0.66N0.56 - 2.0 8.94 × 10−11 6.7 (at 1.8 V) X PEMEL [76]

MoN NA/CC 0.1 M HCl −0.3 3.01 × 10−10 1.15 O H-cell [36]
Mo2N/GCE 0.1 M HCl −0.3 78.4 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 4.5 X H-cell [77]
MV-MoN@NC 0.1 M HCl −0.2 5.02 × 10−10 6.9 O H-cell [78]

TiN-PE 0.1 M Na2SO4 −0.6 3.32 × 10−10 9.1 O Two-compartment [79]
Ti2N MXene 0.1 M HCl −0.25 1.85 × 10−10 19.85 X H-cell [80]

2D layered W2N3 0.1 M KOH −0.2 3.8 ± 0.32 × 10−11 11.67 ± 0.93 O H-cell [81]
Cu3N/CF 0.1 M Na2SO4 −0.2 1.12 × 10−10 1.5 X H-cell [82]

γ-Mo2N on 2D-h-BN 0.1 M Na2SO4 −0.3 35.9 µg mg−1 h−1 61.5 X H-cell [83]
NC/Bi SAs/TiN/CC 0.1 M Na2SO4 −0.8 75.15 µg mgcat

−1 h−1 24.6 O H-cell [84]

3.2. TMN-Based Catalysts with Non-Catalytic Activity (Leaching or Decomposition)
3.2.1. Vanadium Nitride-Based Catalysts

Manjunatha reported chemically and electrochemically unstable VN for NRR [85]. The
NRR measurements were conducted in acidic (0.1 M HCl), neutral (0.1 M Na2SO4), and
alkaline (0.1 M KOH) media with a commercial VN catalyst. All experimental instruments
were cleaned with acid, and a control experiment was conducted to prevent contamination
from N-source. Significant leaching of V and N elements was observed in the chemical
and electrochemical experiments using VN. Notably, the concentration of V in an alkaline
solution after chemical leaching was 12 times higher compared to other solutions (Figure 6a).
Again, after the electrochemical reaction, V-leaching was the most severe in alkaline media,
followed by acid and neutral media. After a chemical and electrochemical test in an alkaline
solution, O elements, which were not present in pristine VN, were generated on VN, as
evidenced by EDX results. This might be due to the replenishment of the N-vacancies with
OH- ions in an alkaline solution. In acid and neutral media, O elements were not detected on
the VN catalyst by EDX. Thus, N-vacancies remained unoccupied, resulting in a decreased
N content compared to pristine VN (Figure 6b). Chemical leaching showed a higher NH3
yield in acidic solutions compared to neutral solutions. In contrast, electrochemical leaching
showed a higher NH3 yield in neutral media compared to an acidic solution. The HER
generally occurs more easily under acidic conditions and generated H2 bubbles can prevent
contact between the surface of VN with the electrolyte, thereby protecting V and N from
dissolution. Therefore, the authors claimed that the chemical and electrochemical instability
of VN limits the application of NRR due to the influence of NH3 produced by N-leaching.

Du et al. also reported VN as an inactive catalyst for NRR [86]. The V(OH)x precursor
was prepared by microwave radiation of VCl3 and urea, which was then annealed at 600 ◦C
under NH3 flow to obtain the VN catalyst. Then, the VN was loaded onto carbon paper,
which was used as electrode material. In CV tests under 0.05 M H2SO4, the current density
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with N2 flow was higher compared to Ar flow. However, the amount of NH3 produced
after CV was similar to the amount of NH3 produced after the CA test for 2 h at −0.6 V
under an N2-saturated solution. Furthermore, a similar amount of NH3 was detected
under the Ar-saturated solution after the CA test, suggesting that the produced NH3 was
irrelevant to N2 gas and possibly originated from the lattice N atoms. In addition, adsorbed
NH3 (which was absorbed on the catalyst surface after the electrochemical reaction) can
be detected by soaking the electrode. The adsorbed NH3 was detected even without an
applied potential under an Ar-saturated solution, provided that the produced NH3 is not
related to the electrochemical reaction but mainly related to the unaided decomposition
of the catalyst (i.e., the stability of the catalyst). For further confirmation, consecutive
tests were conducted. In the 1st test with N2, NH3 was generated (17 mmol molcat

−1) after
the CV test. However, during the subsequent CA test for 2 h, no NH3 was produced.
Just a few “adsorbed” NH3 molecules were released (5 mmol molcat

−1) by soaking the
electrode. In the 2nd test with Ar and the 3rd test with N2, the trend is identical to the 1st
test, meaning that NH3 was detected only after the CV test and no NH3 was produced after
the subsequent CA test. Notably, the produced amount of NH3 gradually decreased as the
tests proceeded from the 1st to the 3rd, suggesting the losses of surface N sites of VN. After
these tests, a new peak at 402 eV corresponding to adsorbed ammonia or another form
of protonated nitrogen was detected in the XPS N-1s spectra, indicating that N-vacancies
cannot accept N2 continuously from the electrolyte and thus, VN cannot catalyze the NRR.
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison of leached vanadium in VN after chemical and electrochemical reactions
in acidic, neutral, and alkaline media. (b) The proposed NH3 production mechanism of VN in each
condition. (c) CV curves of CrN NPs under N2- and Ar-saturated solutions. (d) Cr3+ concentration
and dissolution ratio at−0.4 V and−0.6 V for 1 h electrolysis. (e) XPS N-1s spectra after electrolysis for
6 h at −0.6 V. Reproduced with permission from Wiley [85] and the Royal Society of Chemistry [87].

3.2.2. Chromium Nitride-Based Catalysts

The stability of lattice N and the deactivation path of CrN nanoparticles (CrN NP)
were investigated [87]. Through the nitridation of the Cr-urea xerogel precursor at 600 ◦C
in the NH3 atmosphere, the CrN NP was prepared. In the CV results of CrN NP, the current
density in N2 was higher than that in Ar with negligible HER activity, which indicates that
CrN is active for NRR (Figure 6c). After conducting CA tests for 1 h, an FE of 15.12% with
an NH3 yield of 7.47 µg h−1 mg−1 was achieved at −0.5 V. At potentials below −0.6 V,
the FE and NH3 yield decreased because of the increased HER activity and N atom loss
from the CrN lattice. Notably, produced NH3 was detected at all potentials under Ar flow,
suggesting unavoidable lattice N leakage from CrN. To identify the stability of lattice N,
cycling tests were carried out at −0.4 V and −0.6 V. During 6 consecutive tests for 1 h,
there were continuous decreases in activity at both potentials, and the tendency of activity
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decay was alleviated from the third cycle with steady NH3 production. At the end of the
cycle, the NH3 yields at both potentials were similar, which was insufficient to explain the
potential-induced changes. To find out other reasons for the activity decay according to
the potentials, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) was employed,
which revealed that the overall collapse of the structure is an important reason for the
decay. The detected amount of Cr3+ at −0.6 V was 20 times higher than that measured
at −0.4 V (Figure 6d), indicating that a more negative potential accelerates the collapse
of the structure. In the XPS results conducted after the cycling test, the N/Cr ratios were
determined to be 4.35 at −0.4 V and 3.34 at −0.6 V, which were much higher than the 0.57
of fresh CrN. The N/Cr ratio incensement was due to the adsorbed NH3 on the catalyst
surface, as identified by the peak at 400 eV in the XPS N-1s spectra (Figure 6e). In the
NH3-TPD experiments, adsorbed NH3 on CrN was desorbed at 658 ◦C, revealing that the
bond between CrN and NH3 is strong, and thus the strong bond between the CrN surface
and NH3 resulted in catalyst poisoning. Hence, two possible deactivation mechanisms
were suggested in this research: one is a potential-induced overall collapse of the structure,
and the other is NH3 poisoning of the CrN.

3.2.3. Molybdenum Nitride-Based Catalysts

Hu et al. synthesized a Mo2N catalyst via the urea-glass route as a catalyst for NRR,
which showed a pure tetragonal Mo2N crystalline structure [88]. Titanium (Ti) was selected
as a substrate due to its inactivity for HER. Electrochemical tests were conducted in N2-
and Ar-saturated 0.1 M HCl solutions. At potentials below −0.22 V, the current density
in the N2-saturated solution was slightly higher compared to the Ar-saturated solution in
the LSV curves. The Mo2N-loaded Ti (Mo2N@Ti) catalyst exhibited an FE of 42.3% with
an NH3 yield of 1.99 µg mg−1 h−1 at −0.05 V and an FE of 28.4% with an NH3 yield of
2.73 µg mg−1 h−1 at 0.05 V. At −0.15 V, the FE substantially decreased to 1.93%. However,
in the NMR tests using 15N2 gas, only 14NH4

+ triplet signals were observed without the
15NH4

+ doublet signals, which implies that the produced NH3 originated not from the
catalytic reaction but from the decomposition of Mo2N (Figure 7a). Even after incubating
the Mo2N@Ti electrode for 1 h without bias, a similar amount of NH3 was produced in
all electrolytes (0.1 M HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, and 0.1 M NaOH) compared to the NH3 amount
measured after the reaction at 0.05 V (Figure 7b). These results indicate the decomposition
of Mo2N in aqueous media. Moreover, it had a more severe instability in the alkaline
solution and was dissolved entirely after 1 week of incubation in 0.1 M NaOH.
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3.2.4. Niobium Nitride-Based Catalysts

Du et al. investigated the non-catalytic activity of NbN and Nb4N5 for NRR [86]. The
NbN catalyst was prepared by the urea-glass route, and the particles are clustered due to
the high annealing temperature (1000 ◦C). On the surface of NbN, oxide species, as well
as nitrides, were detected by XPS resulting from the unavoidable surface oxidation. The
surface oxide species of the NbN were removed by H3PO4 treatment and tested for NRR.
CV and CA tests were conducted in acidic, neutral, and alkaline media. Although the
specific surface area of the NbN was low, the NbN loaded on the electrode was sufficient to
produce NH3. However, NH3 was just marginally produced, indicating that the NbN has
no catalytic activity for NRR. Because of the high synthetic temperature of 1000 ◦C, NbN
possesses a highly stable structure that cannot generate surface N-vacancies. Meanwhile,
Nb4N5 on carbon cloth (Nb4N5/CC) was synthesized by microwave irradiation at 200 ◦C
and subsequent annealing at 700 ◦C under an NH3 atmosphere. For the Nb4N5/CC, the
produced amount of NH3 after the CV test in a 0.05 M H2SO4 solution was similar under
N2 and Ar flows, suggesting that NH3 might be produced from the release of N atoms
in the crystal lattice. This can be explained by the MvK mechanism without a catalytic
reaction. The generated NH3 in the first step originates from the surface nitrogen, leaving
an N vacancy. However, the N-vacancy is blocked by other species and not replenished
by N2. Hence, it does not proceed as a catalytic reaction. In addition, adsorbed ammonia
was produced not only after the electrochemical reaction but also when no potential
was applied, suggesting that it was also affected by the decomposition of the catalyst.
Over 3 consecutive tests (each test includes the amount of NH3 after CV and adsorbed
NH3), the NH3 yield decreased from the first to the third test (Figure 7c,d). In the first
test, the amount of adsorbed NH3 (90 mmol molcat

−1) was higher than the amount after
CV (60 mmol molcat

−1), and it repeated during the tests, suggesting an instability of the
Nb4N5. After the 3 consecutive tests, the physicochemical properties of the Nb4N5/CC
have changed compared to the fresh catalyst. The morphology was unevenly agglomerated
in the SEM images, and the crystalline peaks weakened in XRD. In the XPS results, the
intensity of the peak around 204~205 eV for Nb4N5 in the Nb 3d spectra decreased, and
the peak intensities regarding oxygen species (207~208 eV) increased (Figure 7e). In
the N 1s spectra, a peak at 402 eV corresponding to adsorbed ammonia was generated.
The characterization results for Nb4N5/CC indicate weak structural stability during the
electrochemical reaction, implying that Nb4N5/CC is not suitable for NRR.

4. Summary and Perspective

NH3 is an indispensable chemical in various industrial fields. The most commonly em-
ployed method for NH3 production is the HB process, which consumes a lot of energy with
heavy CO2 emissions. The NRR is a promising alternative to produce NH3 to overcome
the shortcomings of the HB process. Despite the merits of NRR, including environmental
friendliness with carbon neutrality and cost-effectiveness with reduced energy consump-
tion, insufficient FE and low NH3 yields still limit its practical application. Obviously, the
development of highly active and durable catalysts is of the utmost importance to realizing
NRR at a practical level. In this review, we have summarized the recent research progress
of TMN-based catalysts for NRR and provided information on their mechanism, synthetic
routes, and characterization methods. Furthermore, contrasting views were considered,
which indicated the inadequacy of the TMN-based catalysts for NRR due to chemical and
electrochemical instability.

To produce NH3 electrochemically using TMN-based catalysts, the following points
should be considered: First, the rigorous procedure to detect NH3 suggested by Chork-
endorff and Simonov should be employed [89,90]. As we have introduced, there ex-
ists a controversial issue in the NRR activity of TMN-based catalysts (MvK mechanism
or leaching). Furthermore, during the synthetic procedure of the TMN-based catalysts,
N-containing chemicals are vitally used and can be a cause for false positives, influencing
the NH3 yield. Accordingly, careful control experiments should be conducted, especially
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for the TMN-based catalysts, to identify the origin of the NH3 and quantify the amount
of NH3 produced. The 15N2 isotope test can provide a distinct clue as to whether NH3 is
produced from the supplied N2 gas. Indeed, 15N2 experiments are becoming imperative
to ensure the reliability of the NRR results since 2019. On the other hand, to verify that
the produced NH3 originated from the leaching of the TMN-based catalysts, additional
experiments, such as ICP-OES, are suggested to measure the concentration of metal ions
and correlate them with the produced amount of NH3.

Second, the NRR mechanism should be further investigated in detail using advanced
in situ characterization techniques. The NRR is a complex process involving multiple
proton-coupled electron transfer steps, generating various intermediates on the catalyst
surface. Thereby, the NRR mechanism has not been deeply understood so far, and currently,
proposed mechanisms are mainly dependent on the computational simulation. Advanced
in situ techniques, such as in situ Raman spectroscopy or in situ XAS, could provide useful
information regarding the reaction intermediates, active sites, and, thus, NRR mechanism.
By combining in situ characterization techniques with computational simulations, the
development of highly efficient catalysts for NRR might be more achievable.

The above first and second points could help to clarify the debate regarding the
origin of produced NH3 on TMN-based catalysts in the NRR. The third point is design-
ing TMN-based catalysts with high activity and stability for NRR. To facilitate the NRR
(via the MvK mechanism) while suppressing the inevitable competing HER reaction, sev-
eral strategies can be considered. Defect engineering, including heteroatom doping and
N-vacancy formation, can modify the electronic structures (i.e., intrinsic activity), regu-
lating the binding energies of N2 and intermediates [91–93]. Additionally, morphology
engineering techniques such as 2D materials, single-atom catalysts, facet-controlled cata-
lysts, and composite catalysts (with catalyst supports) can help to increase the NRR activity
by exposing more active sites and improving the contact area with the electrolyte.

Advanced system engineering is necessary in addition to catalyst design to enhance
the NRR performance. The low solubility of N2 (0.0126 mg·g−1) in H2O results in a
low concentration of N2 molecules near the catalyst surface in an aqueous electrolyte
system, resulting in low FE and NH3 yields. One effective solution is the use of a gas
diffusion electrode (GDE) to increase the local N2 concentration and improve the NRR
performance. Indeed, the design and implementation of GDE in NRR significantly affected
its performances [23,94]. Moreover, the use of GDE can decrease the uncertainty by trans-
ferring low-current density aqueous electrolyte systems to high-current density practical
GDE-based devices. Additionally, the GDE implementation can lead to a reduction in the
cost of isotope experiments compared to the typical aqueous cell system by decreasing the
required gas flow rate [95,96].

NRR is a strong option to produce NH3, substituting the HB process. To realize
the NRR at a practical level, highly active and durable catalysts for the NRR are crucial.
Although the TMN-based catalysts are considered promising candidates due to their unique
MvK mechanism, a careful approach is required because of the controversial views on the
origin of the produced NH3. By combining a rigorous procedure for NH3 detection and in
situ characterizations, researchers can gain clear insight into the origin of NH3 and NRR
mechanisms on the TMN-based catalysts. In turn, designing efficient TMN-based catalysts
might be possible.
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